
What Students Really Need

Year after year of a nationally-mandated, advertised-as-compassionate, low-income 
school reform continued: minimally managed, inflexibly implemented, appallingly and 
aggressively unchecked.  And yet – in the passing of so many years?  Only the smallest handful 
of reformers made any genuine headway in the actual isolation (and subsequent confrontation) of 
real-world, non-standardized, location-particular, poor and often culturally-different student 
needs.*  

Addressing actual issues?   
Solving authentic, location-particular, low-income student and community problems?  
This, apparently, was no longer (if it ever had been) the modern-day goal of a quick-fix 

reform.  In fact, in a world of cheapest, replace-before-fixing solutions, taking on genuinely 
organic and truly local issues with the expectation of slowly and intentionally locating and 
mending only the part that was honestly broken – well, that was a solution no longer considered 
economically sound.  

If something was damaged; if a system was functioning poorly in any way at all?
Eliminate it; close it down.  
Throw it away, and replace it.
Detached, unemotional replacement, even at the cost of so many who found themselves 

silenced, steamrolled, and kicked hazardously to the gutter – this was the newer and 
economically “better” logic of a modern-day education.  The perfect sense of competitive, 
privileged-consumer market days when so many were making the claim that our nation’s 
growing addiction to an ever realigning and ever more deregulated school choice was the best 
and only solution.

By now, the top-down/non-collaborative world of reform had turned itself into an 
organization not only able to recruit, but to decisively train and empower innovation-friendly, 
business-minded, top-down leaders – up to and including a growing corps of judiciously located 
campaign-financed and intentionally political school board members.  All of whom, having been 
assertively taught to always and only say yes?  Showed an industrious disinclination to look 
behind or beyond the perimeters placed around a forever shifting chain of surface invasions.†  

Clinging to a selectively spotlighted blindness, top-down management clones generated a 
personal support for any and all innovations forced onto schools by self-promoting reformers – 
that uninterrupted lineup of innovations which, with an increasing predictability, decisively 
harvested the largest portion possible of a reform-attached funding.  As the minimally 
constrained bell-the-cat monies were eagerly snatched up by a burgeoning I-want-mine club of 
reform, the goal of seriously, slowly and honestly addressing the authentic needs of low-income 
students:

Moved further and further away from a true-life administrative practice.  
Even as outspoken, experienced educators stood up, taking hit after hit, doing what they 

could to point to, and protect, genuine, real-life solutions; even as, desperately, teachers labored 
to draw attention to the widening disconnect between the antagonistic reform expectations and 
locally particular student requirements?  

Backed each year ever more aggressively by a burgeoning outsider financial support, 
hard-line reformers grew progressively more belligerent:  

Billboards, television commercials, talk shows, radio spots.
Magazines, pamphlets, door-hangers, flyers, newspapers, advertisements.



Mailings, phone messages, full-length nationally-released movies.
Insistently and expensively, Big Money endeavored to convince the average, caring 

citizen, the so many broadminded, proud-to-be-integration-supporting, socially-responsible, 
equity-matters liberals – that, should they truly wish to address low-income, culturally-different 
student needs?  They had no choice but to trust Big Money publicity and, as good voting citizens, 
go ahead.  Surely it was the right thing to do.  Step up, and put children first by adamantly 
standing behind our nation’s now more-than-a-decade-old call for yet more enticingly 
deregulated test-score invasions. 

Oxymoronically, then, under the designation of a benevolent innovation? 
As, rather than experiencing a locally organic and real-world-vetted support, unprotected 

and politically helpless neighborhoods were turned, one by one, into mercilessly bulls-eyed 
targets for a repeatedly shifting abuse; as, in place of a truly effectual, real-life aid, lowest-
income communities suffered the continual harassment of a destabilizing, all-student-inclusive-
school-desert-creating transformation – well, evidently in modern days now fully committed to 
the “compassion” behind Big Money?

What low-income and most often culturally-different students really needed?
Was year after year after year of an unquestioned “reform” support from schematically 

deprived and easily manipulated (if, ironically, often genuinely concerned) loudly-professed-as-
integration-friendly liberals.

*Anxious to ward off the disruptive penalties forced onto schools by NCLB, an unusually pro-active rural district sat 
down to contemplate options.  Ultimately, they decided that pushing an academic focus inside their high-poverty 
buildings toward issues of wellness and sickness prevention could best serve their interests.  And, as an overall 
student wellness increased and fewer students missed classes?  Scores rose.

†Having witnessed über-conservative suburban school board elections exactly mirror professed-as-liberal inner-city 
elections where both decisions assertively seated members pushing inflexible, test-score-based, population-dividing 
reforms – conflicted news pundits stutteringly argued that these two parallel election cycles had been, somehow, 
dissimilar.  That reformers “outside the city” had been conservative while reformers “inside the city” had been 
liberal.  However, make no mistake about it: Reform-intending school board elections, no matter the locale, no 
matter the massive funding source, no matter the finally elected “reformers” –  are always, each and every time?  
Simply separate legs of the exact same beast.


